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Evolvability

• Amount of variation within a population. 
Large variation means higher evolvability.

(R. Dawkins 1989) 
Describes many concepts



• How mutations propagate from sequence 
to ultimately affect phenotype.

Crocodile (Wikipedia)

Albino Crocodile (EPA)



• Innovation: How a species tunnels from 
one phenotypic state to another. Depends 
on number of individuals. ~1040  bacteria 
have lived (D.S. Fisher).

Wikipedia

Rotary motor



Is Evolvability Evolvable?

• Mutation and recombination rate (of 
chromosomes) depend on species.

• Many examples of pro- and eukaryotes 
modifying the rate they produce genetic 
changes:(Sniegowski et al 1997), Metzgar & Wills 
(2000). e.g. stress of E. Coli during drug 
exposure. 

• How evolvable is evolvability?

M. Pigliucci (2008)



Switch Gears!



AI and neural networks
• Intelligence:  Using knowledge to make 

decisions to further goals. 

• Major goal of AI: create systems that 
learn a task, like winning at Go or facial 
recognition.

• Often it is trained with many examples.
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Train the network to learn rules

High connectivity gives:
• Robustness (still works with some pruning).
• Allows assimilation of many examples.
• Responds correctly to many inputs.

However too many connections can lead to poor 
generalization.
 



Switch Again!



• Gene expression is controlled by highly 
complex mechanisms, including other 
genes.

• Some regulatory proteins enhance and 
others repress transcription, by binding 
to cis-regulatory elements.

Gene regulation

Enhance|Suppress

Inputs OutputsInputs RegulatorsInputs Gene



Non-coding RNA
• This was until recently regarded as “junk” 

as it is not translated to proteins.

• The overwhelming majority of 
mammalian transcripts do not encode for 
proteins.

• The ENCODE project and others have 
found a myriad of roles of ncRNA 
including gene regulation.



Criticism of ENCODE
• Project claims ~ 80% of human genome has 

a biochemical “function”. Only 1.5% codes 
for genes.  Is their definition of “functional” 
too liberal?

• Many non-coding RNAs do not seem to be 
under evolutionary constraints: their 
mutation rates are high.

• The function of most of these ncRNA is 
unknown, but there is a lot of it! Some of it 
regulates proteins.



Physics of ncRNA

• RNA is sticky! It forms secondary 
structures crucial for biochemistry

• ncRNAs are separated by about 33nm and 
collision time ~ 10-4 s.

Bound ncRNAs

Unbound ncRNA



Collective Binding
• Concentrations of unbound ncRNA species depends 

on all mutual affinities of binding and concentrations.
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Enhance|Suppress

Inputs OutputsInputs RegulatorsInputs Gene

ncRNA

Add in ncRNA:

Acts to modify
the level of genes 
through collective binding

Network has local and 
distributed interactions



• Learn rule set: e.g. 0,0,0→0,0; 0,0,1→1,1; 
0,1,0→1,0; etc, mapping inputs to outputs

• Change the rule set by one entry: e.g. 
0,1,0→1,1; 

• Alternate sets every Np =1000 generations

Fluctuating Environments



switch rule adapts rapidly after switch

6 coding gene nodes. 
6 ncRNAs

Robust to
ncRNA mutations

Adaptation much worse without the ncRNA
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• Distributed Neural Net

• Learns from examples

• Can evolve from 
evolutionary algorithms

• Genetic net with ncRNA

• ncRNA highly distributed

• Learns from its history

• Evolves.
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Environment

• Utilize historical information about the past environment 
to computationally predict how to mutate.

• A fluctuating environment requires greater intelligence 
(e.g. more ncRNA) to adapt quickly.

Can a species be viewed as having intelligence?



• The faster the gene network learns, the 
fitter.

• The faster the neural net learns concepts, 
the smarter. 

• This is one of the biggest challenges in AI.
(Lake, Salalhudtinov, Tenenbaum, 2015).

Same hard problem in AI and evolution 



We have only begun to think about 
intelligence of evolvability

Muséum Marseille


